Ultrasound Diagnosis of Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome: Current Guidelines, Criticism and Possible Update
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Abstract

The US diagnosis of PCOS is still an open problem. The frequency of over diagnosis in particular phase of reproductive age, the contrasting guidelines and the technological advances lead to be a difficult charge for the sonographer. Follicle number and disposition and ovarian volume represents most used criteria, but other aspects as stromal study and ovarian vascularization could help. On the other hand, recently, the introduction of Anti-mullerian hormone assay introduced a support for US diagnosis.
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Introduction

Definition: Polycystic ovarian syndrome is the most common female endocrine disease, affecting 5%-10% of women in the reproductive age [1]. PCOS has a wide variety of clinical manifestations: from alterations of the menstrual cycle secondary to ovulatory dysfunction, to dermatological manifestations, such acne and hirsutism, to metabolic alterations, often accompanied by ultrasound features of polycystic ovaries [2].

From the introduction in the current clinical practice of the first clinical screening of gynecological health in young women and the use of the pelvic ultrasound as routine exam, the diagnosis of PCOS are increased to the point that it is calculated that every four healthy girls, at least one was diagnosed of PCOS [3].

The definition of polycystic ovarian syndrome represents a clinical debate between specialists interested to pelvic ultrasound and/or gynecological endocrinology and constitutes a discussion topic in the literature.

Stein and Leventhal [4] discovered in 1935 the existence of a precise association between some clinical elements (infertility, amenorrhea, hirsutism and obesity) and the morphology of the ovaries: increased volume and pearly appearance and texture. From 1935 many other definitions have been proposed and the two main definitions: from alterations of the menstrual cycle secondary to ovulatory dysfunction, to dermatological manifestations, such acne and hirsutism, to metabolic alterations, often accompanied by ultrasound features of polycystic ovaries [2].

The consensus establishes, that the diagnosis of PCOS, may be done in the presence of at least two of the following symptoms (excluding other causes of hyperandrogenism):

- Oligoanovulation (oligoamenorrhea)
- Clinical hyperandrogenism and/or biological hyperandrogenemia
- Polycystic ovary morphology at ultrasound

About the phenotype, with the adoption of the Rotterdam criteria, two new subtypes have been introduced (not included in the criteria of the NIH, 1990): in addition to patients with ovulatory problems and hyperandrogenism (both with and without ovary PCO to US examination), fall within the definition of PCOS two other groups of patients, i.e. patients with anovulation and PCO ovary but without signs of hyperandrogenism, and patients with PCO ovary and hyperandrogenism but with normal ovulatory cycles.

Ultrasonographic features of polycystic ovaries and clinical correlates

From Consensus, ovarian ultrasound evaluation becomes a crucial stage in the diagnostic work-up of PCOS. The introduction of endovaginal probes with excellent sharpness of the image made possible to study more precisely both the size and the ovarian morphology, also in obese patients, in which the transabdominal scan
For more than 15 years sonographic criteria to define the polycystic ovary was heavily influenced by the definition of Adams et al [9]: multiple follicles (>10) of small size (average diameter 2-8 mm) arranged in the subcortical seat around a hyperechogenic stroma and with enlarged volume ovaries (>8ml).

In 2003, the Consensus Conference of Rotterdam [6], considering the literature, redefined the sonographic criteria of polycystic ovaries:

- Presence of at least 12 follicles in each ovary: the calculation must take account of all the follicles present, from the inner edge to the outer one, regardless of their arrangement and, for a more exhaustive study, different sections produced on different planes must be evaluated (Figure 1);
- Follicular diameter between 2 and 9mm: the follicular diameter is the average of the diameters in the three sections or the diameter of the follicle in the scan that appears circular;
- Increased ovarian volume (>10mm³): for the volume calculation, several different formulas, through the preliminary identification of the three diameters have been proposed. All the methods demonstrated almost the same validity, as well as the calculations made by the software of modern ultrasound devices. It is recommended the use of the ellipsoid formula 0,52 × (D1×D2×D3).

The ultrasound examination should be performed in accordance with certain specific rules:

The operator must have performed a training to ensure the careful evaluation of the clinical image and the correlation with the endocrinological data. In particular, the experience helps in the differential diagnosis with multifollicular ovaries. Multifollicular ovaries encoded, as provided by the same Consensus on studies conducted by Adams et al [9], are diagnosed by a number of follicles > 6, follicles with greater diameter (4-10 mm) and by a normal echogenicity of stromal component.

When possible transvaginal ultrasonography should be preferred especially in obese patients.

In women with regular menstrual cycles the exam is carried out in the early follicular phase (days 3-5). In oligo-amenorrheic women it can choose a random day, or rather, the first 3-5 days following a bleeding induced by progesterone. This type of timing ensures the optimal approach for the quantitative assessment of ovarian volume and area.

Table 1: Follicles number in PCOS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>N. Follicles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fox (1991)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams (1985)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonaard (2003)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If there is evidence of a dominant follicle (10mm³) or of a corpus luteum, the ultrasound should be repeated in the next menstrual cycle.

The presence in a single ovary of one of the features described above constitutes a sufficient element for ultrasound diagnosis. Conversely are excluded from the diagnosis ovaries with cysts presenting pathological aspect.

All the above criteria do not apply to women with estrogen-progesterin therapy. The study in these patients should be postponed to a later time to the suspension of treatment when it has the resumption of a normal functional activity.

The number of follicles, to perform an ultrasound diagnosis, has been variously reported as more than 10, or 12, or 15, etc; currently all authors are agree to consider >12 the number of follicles needed for the diagnosis of PCOS (identified on a single median ovarian scan FNPS) [10,11] (Table 1).

With the advance of US technology, recent guidelines [12,13], based on two studies performed in adults, recommended that the US features diagnostic for PCOM will be modified increasing the threshold of Follicle Number to 25 Per Ovary (FNPO), scanning by TV transducer frequency >8MHz, and counting by a specific software [14], but because the low availability of such probes and software, this cut-off is disregarded in the clinical practice.

About to the size of the follicles, recent studies point out that the diameter of follicles between 2 and 5mm are more characteristic of the syndrome and more related to the presence of clinical symptoms.

About the ovarian volume, 10cm³ threshold value is general agreement, but Jonard, in 2006 [10], proposed to reduce the threshold value to 7cm³, and Allemand, in 2007 [11], showed that 7cm³ is the average value calculated by 3D in the control populations. In the other hand, the definition of polycystic ovaries in adolescence is still uncertain. The symptoms as oligomenorrhea or amenorrhea and clinical or biochemical signs of hyperandrogenism, as acne and/or hirsutism are often present also in healthy adolescents [15].

Concerning the US PCOM pattern, both follicle number and ovarian size in this age are under discussion: the follicular count may be difficult in TA ultrasound and the follicle number may be apparently high [16], because, if it use the threshold value of normal follicular count in adults, could be misleading when applied to young girls [17]. Also, the ovarian size is larger during adolescence than in adulthood, and progressively decreases with age [18], therefore the ovarian size, suggested to be a workable parameter in the TA diagnosis of PCOS, could not be reliable in very young subjects.

On the other hand, several authors reported presence of PCOM in young girls, not regarding it as pathological something [19], but others indicate this morphology as a predictor of PCOS development [20].
Also stroma represents an acknowledged US marker for polycystic ovary syndrome. The proportion between the stroma and the ovary area in the middle section (S/A ratio) had been indicated as a reliable marker for hyperandrogenism [21]. The S/A ratio measure had been suggested to differentiate, by US, normoandrogenic PCOM from PCOS.

This examination should be performed in TV mode but unfortunately it is not always possible at a young age. It is necessary in these cases a transabdominal exam. This method is reliable about the size of the ovary and the number of follicles, less valid in the evaluation of the stromal component that is not easily distinguished within the ovarian parenchyma, if the subject is overweight.

All that increased prevalence of PCOS compared to that found using the criteria of the NIH. The real belonging to the large category of patients with PCOS of the last two phenotype, patients with anovulation and PCO ovary but without signs of hyperandrogenism, and patients with PCO ovary and hyperandrogenism but with normal ovulatory cycles, has done and is doing much to discuss.

A scientific work published by Belosi, Fulghesu, Lanzone et al [22] reclassified the population of patients with diagnosis of PCOS by applying separately the two diagnostic models. Has been studied 375 patients: 345 complied with the Rotterdam criteria and, of these, 273 also meet the criteria of NIH in 1990. Thus, there are 72 patients who have a diagnosis based only on the Rotterdam criteria. Clinical and hormonal features of these patients show that the 72 not-NIH show BMI, androgens and insulin much lower that patients positive for NIH criteria.

Another study carried out by Welt et al [23], analyzed the hormonal features of PCOS patients and showed that patients not-NIH, who had menstrual irregularities and PCO ovary, showed testosterone and androstenedione levels similar to those of control population and significantly lower than two groups of patients with hyperandrogenism and menstrual irregularities or hyperandrogenism and PCO ovary to US examination [23]. Therefore it is estimated that the set of sonographic criteria proposed by the Consensus ESHRE/ASRM of Rotterdam in 2003 appears to be sufficiently sensitive and specific for its good correlation with circulating androgens, but overestimate probably cases of PCOS. For this reason, the presence of more than 10 follicles does not appear to be the most important ultrasound feature of PCOS.

In particular the main difficulties are found in differential diagnosis of the multifollicular ovary, as described by Adams in 1985: this feature is described in subject with weight near the lower limits or less than the standard, and notes a relative hypogonadism. In these cases, there are reduction of the pulsatility of gonadotropins, low levels of androgens, US features similar to the PCO ovary in size and number of follicles and with slightly larger follicles (6 - 10 mm) occupying the entire ovarian parenchyma (Figure 2), but without the component of stromal hyperplasia.

This feature is frequently associated with secondary amenorrhea or oligomenorrhea due to the alterations of gonadotropin pulsatility and frequently found in subjects with alterations in eating behavior, athletes or under psychophysical stress subjects. Current studies, not yet published, have shown that this feature is present physiologically in 20-30% of subjects in the first years from menarche: our study group in 2008, conducted a work, currently in publication, with 302 young women, with regular menstrual cycles and without clinical signs of hyperandrogenism, aged between 11 and 20 years. This study showed that 56% had a normal ultrasound pattern, 30% multifollicular pattern, 13% PCO pattern and the remaining 1% presence of dysfunctional ovarian cysts. Furthermore, it showed that patients with multifollicular ovaries had age and years from menarche significantly less to those of other groups, and with the increase of years from menarche occurred an increase in the prevalence of normal ovarian pattern and a significant rate reduction of multifollicular pattern (7% after the fifth year from menarche).

This suggests that the multifollicular ovary is probably the physiological expression of an ovarian functional immaturity during the late pre-pubescent and puberty and not a pathological finding. These aspects both morphological that endocrine are important to avoid placing a diagnosis of PCOS to subjects that are crossing a physiological stop of the hypotalamic-pituitary axis and are suffering probably from slight dysfunctions.

In these cases, the correct evaluation of the stroma can represent a valuable tool.

The stroma in the polycystic ovary

In 1985 Adams et al. reported the peripheral arrangement of follicles in the PCO ovary around a core of hyperchogenic stromal tissue. Dewailly in 1994 [24] observed that the choice of studying the ovarian hypertrophy appeared to be justified because this parameter is not only easy to measure, but also is directly related with the hypertrophy of the stroma and constitutes an indirect indicator.

For these reasons, recently, several studies undertook to improve the diagnostic specificity of ultrasound by focusing on the evaluation of the stromal hypertrophy. Various systems have been proposed in order to define the increase of the stromal presence and the echogenicity (the normal stromal echogenicity is slightly lower than that of the myometrium) but none of these proposals has been a great result because strongly subjective and depending on the operator and on equipment.

In 2001, Fulghesu et al [21], proposed quantification by the stroma rate compared to the total ovarian parenchyma (S/A ratio). This measure is obtained by the assessment of the ratio between the area of the stromal central thickening and the total area of the ovary. Stromal area is obtained by defining the peripheral profile of the stroma with the caliper, total area is obtained by defining, always with the caliper,
the outer limit of the organ image sampled to the larger section of the ovary (Figure 3). With this assessment the diagnosis of ovarian PCO corresponds to values of S/A > 0.3, i.e. the diagnosis of PCOS is possible when the stroma represents more than one-third of the ovary in the middle section.

The stromal area/ovary total area ratio may be evaluated without additional technologies using the bidimensional ultrasound and can reduces subjectivity problems in the stroma evaluation; a scientific work published in 2006 by Belosi et al indicated the ratio S/A as a measure which little affected by variations inter-operator and that guarantees great diagnostic sensitivity and specificity, strictly correlated with the values of the plasma androgens. S/A ratio, in fact, is increased (greater than 0.33) in subjects with higher levels of androgens and could represent a further criterion of ultrasonographic diagnosis simplifying the identification of the hyperandrogenic subjects (Figure 4).

The introduction of such method allowed Belosi group to identify within the group of NIH negative patients, subjects that have the most remarkable hyperandrogenism, menstrual and/or metabolic disorders [22].

In 2007 Fulghesu et al published a multicenter work about the stroma evaluation in PCOS [25]. The data confirmed with great precision that when the stroma exceeds 1/3 of the ovarian surface is very high the possibility to find high androgen levels and that eliminate the risk of overlap diagnosis with the multifollicular ovaries. Study carried out in over 300 subjects in 5 Italian Centers, verified that the ratio S/A can be measured in a homogeneous way by all operators (also not trained) and with equipments that had very simple software. The ROC curve showed that this method is the best predictor of hyperandrogenism of all US parameters. Battaglia et al obtained same results in a 3D study, confirming the presence that stromal thickness of more of one-third of ovarian tissue is related to hyperandrogenism and represents a valid US criterion for PCOS diagnosis [26].

Moreover, the S/A ratio demonstrated the best US PCOS diagnostic performance when associated with Total Ovarian Follicular count (FNPO).

Recently, nevertheless it was excluded from diagnostic criteria for a supposed difficulty in clinical practice [27].

Additional Diagnostic Prospects

Recently, to try to improve the ultrasound diagnosis of PCO, was studied the morphology of the PCO ovary by the use of color Doppler in the transvaginal US for the evaluation of the ovarian and uterine vascular flows. It initially paid attention to the large vessels (uterine and ovarian artery) that showing an increase of pulsatile index of the uterine artery for effect of high levels of androgens on reduction of uterine vessels perfusion [27].

Afterwards the focus shifted on the ovarian stroma vessels because there is an association between high levels of LH and increased stromal vascularization. Consequently a decrease of the intraovarian resistances causes stromal hyperplasia in patients with PCOS pattern.

The significance of higher stromal blood flow is accepted as predictor of hyperandrogenism, but actually the use is not recommended in the diagnosis of PCOS [30].

Recently, in the context of reproductive medicine, became increasingly widespread study of the PCOS ovary with 3D transvaginal US that appears more reliable for the assessment of ovarian volumes and blood flow compared to the bidimensional.

A recent work of Sun et al, showed that patients with elevated androgens levels, had S/A ratio about double compared to the group with ovarian feature of PCO, but with normal levels of circulating androgens.

On the other hand, PCOS is characterized by an increased...
number of follicles at all growing stages [31,32]. This increase is especially shown in the pre-antral and small antral follicles, which primarily produce AMH [33,34]. Elevated serum AMH level, may be considered as an effect of the stock of pre antral and small antral follicles [2,4] and appears higher in women with PCOS ovary in all populations [37,38] than in healthy women [35,36]. Due to its strong connection with the pathophysiology of PCOS, serum AMH could be considered the “gold standard” in the diagnosis of PCOS. Although serum AMH would be theoretically more accurate than AFC, as it reflects also the excess of small follicles unseen on US [38,39], it is not still considered a diagnostic criterion.

The robust association between AMH and AFC induced some authors to include anyway these values in the PCOS diagnosis.

**Conclusion**

The ultrasound diagnosis of the PCOS may need an update, which takes in consideration the unresolved problems about the over diagnosis, and which would be easily and quickly achievable with a common US equipment.

Rotterdam criteria (2003) are actually the official criteria for the PCOS diagnosis; however it appears possible to refine diagnostic ultrasound performance using the method, validated by international scientific literature, of the stroma evaluation with S/A ratio, which would appear more linked with the endocrine findings of the syndrome. The use of the quantification of the stromal area and the evaluation of the arrangement of the follicles is thus very helpful to perform a correct diagnosis of PCOS. This will give the possibility to better characterize the different phenotypes of PCOS for optimize the management of patients and the possibilities of medical therapy.
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